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The Mystery Infinite 

| | 
I watched the violet fold in sleep, 

Its dewy petals dark and deep; t 

And saw the sunlight die 

From out the golden sky, 4 
And gathering shadows coldly creep ; 

Adown the hills as night drew nigh. 
, 

All things were still for the day was done, 

The joy of its life and light were gone; 

Around the darkness fell 
. And the soft night winds knell 

: Above each low green mossy bed | 
Murmured a requiem for the dead. | 

Cut of the real to the great unknown. 

The soul must pass where the day has flown; 

Afar inte the gray 

Of infinite space away, 

When night and death close gather their own f 
From the fountains of life and day. 

Wherefore this strange, unbroken rest? 

Where fled the living breati 

That left but clay, and withered leaves, 

And Silence, that is Death? 

In Eternal depths far, dim, and vast 

From thence arose that change unsought— 

That stilly hush for ages kept; 

Wat meaneth this—from life to naught? 

—Iva N. Ketcham
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KICKING OUT THE CREW 
Raymond C. Mackey 

‘The commodore of the crew believes the faculty made a mistake when it abolished in- 

tercollegiate rowing and presents some interesting arguments to support his position. It’s 
decidedly worth reading as the first printed protest against the drastic action of the faculty 

at the very beginning of the college year. . 

i a OWING as an intercollegiate pertrophied or enlarged heart.” The re- 

i sport was abolished at the Uni- port of the medical officials to the faculty 

ya ‘i versity of Wisconsin at the first showed that twenty-eight out of fifty-six 
MB faculty mecting of the year held freshmen, and twenty out of twenty-three 

September 28, 1914. The recommendation “W” men were found to be affected in this 

for such action was made by the medical manner. However six of the freshmen and 

department who have been making aninves- four cf the “W” men were affected by hy- 

tigation of the subject, the result of which pertrophied hearts before their entrance in- 

leads them to believe “that the sport entails to crew work. 

in its present form a period of too great The above report is rather startling and 

length and an effort out of proportion to the drastic action taken by the faculty is 

the physical capacity of the men entering warranted by it, were it indicative of the 

rowing.” In other words “the intense real effects of rowing. Snch is not the case 

strain of preparation for such contests however. oo 

causes crew candidates to develope hy- Rowing as an intercollegiate sport is one
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of the oldest in the United States. Accur- subject has been made by Wm. G. Ander- 

ate records of its effects upon the partici- son, Director of Yale gymnasium. He 

pants have been kept since 1855 and none of states, “The record covers the lives of 807 

the eastern universities where rowing is athletes, beginning with crew in 1855 and 

taken part in far more extensively, and taking up football, track, and baseball as 
where the period of severe training is much those games came to have a place. The 
longer than at Wisconsin, has arrived at attention is at once arrested by the fact 
any such results. that among the 807 athletes, who may be 

Dr. Geo. L. Meylan, medical director at considered the highest type of trained ath- 
Columbia University, whose crew won the letes, only 58 deaths have occurred in the 
Poughkeepsie races last June, states, “I last half century. When the average of 
have examined every man who has rowed the years of the life of the sport is taken 
on the Columbia crews since 1903 and have it is found that the mortality is greatest 
no record of a single case of injury to the among football men. Of the 10,922 stu- 
heart from rowing.” dents (not actively engaged in athletics) 

The above statement is rather at vari- the percentage of death rate is 121% per- 
ance with the conclusions arrived at by the cent. Of the 807 athletes the percentage 
Wisconsin medical officials. is 7.2 percent or only little over half that 

Another light upon the subject comes of the general graduate. Proof is conclus- 
from Dr. S. A. Munford, medical examiner ive that Yale athletes do not die early, and 
for Cornell University. He states, “It has that heart disease is not a chief cause of 

| been my duty to pass on the physical qual- death.” 
ifications of all athletes. I have never hes- Investigations of this sort really show 
itated to eliminate those men who seemed what conditions are. 807 men were exam- 
to me to be unfit for strenuousexerciseand ined during a period covering sixty years; 
I have never seen a man who seemed to suf- -~an investigation slightly more exhaustive 
fer any cardiac damage as a result of ath- than that made at Wisconsin. 

_  letics and I believe that a properly trained When the medical director of Columbia 
young man cannot dilate his heart by any states that he has examined all crew men 
of the contests permitted at Cornell. I feel since 1903 and has not found a single case 
that the elimination of tests of endurance of injury to the heart, and the medical de- 
would be a grave mistake.” partment at Wisconsin find approximately 

A statement of this sort coming from the 75% of the oarsmen affected with heart 
. medical examiner of Cornell where twice as trouble, something is radically wrong. 

many men participate in active crew work The crew man at Wisconsin is as physi- 
each season as were examined at Wisconsin cally fit as those in the east, our equipment 
for the basis of the faculty’s recent action, as up to date, and our coaching as efficient. 
is rather significant to say the least. Where then does the fault lie? Either men 

Probably the most careful study of the (Continued on page 17)
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LYNCH LAW 
Jessee H. Reed , 

Another of Mr. Reed’s inimitable stories of “colahed” life in the south told with a de- 
lightful simplicity that characterizes all of his work. “Lynch Law” is just another incident 

taken out of the experience of a man whe knows southern negroes and their ways. 

sara eS ANDSPUR lay sweltering in the and fly it? He saw through the whole petty 

|S) Summer day. The heat waves scheme to keep him indoors, and his soul 

Pe £ danced and flickered over the revolted. 
i 4 little square which was Sand- “Ah say, maw,” he announced, sidling 

spur’s boast, transforming the whitewashed crablike for the door, “Ise gwine out.” 

cottages and the tall pines in the rear into Aunt Mandy was too quick for him. He 

quivering images on a moving picture was jerked off his feet and deposited in a 

screen. The blinding glare of the sun was chair between Aunt Mandy’s ample self and 

‘reflected from the white sand of the street Sister Smith, who was no less ample. He 

to the white walls of the houses and back twisted and squirmed and wriggled in vain. 

again into the square, where a few palmetto He was penned, and Aunt Mandy and her 

shrubs wilted and shrivelled in a desperate companion commenced their whispering 

effort to survive. There was only one again, glancing uneasily from time to time 

break in the blinding picture—the jail. towards the deputy in front of the jail. 

Gray and squat and ugly with its brick Jim detested whispering. It hurt his 

walls and barred windows, it cast a sinister vanity to have any secrets around that he 

influence over the whole square. And to- could not be a party to. Today there had 

day an armed guard sat upon the stone been very little but whispering in the negro 

steps—grim evidence of the majesty of the section of the town. Maneuver and listen 

law. Occasionly he shifted his rifle from as he might, he had only been able to pick 

one arm tothe other, or pulled hisstraw hat up several fragmentary remarks not in- 

down a little further over his eyes. There tended for his ears. Having nothing else to 

was no other sign of life. The town might do, he commenced to piece them together 

have been deserted, yet a certain intangible and weave wonderful stories about them 

tenseness pervaded the atmosphere that with all the darky’s wonderful accuracy at 

told of life behind the closed doors, waiting guessing. He squirmed uneasily. Aunt 

—waiting for some nameless danger. Mandy’s strident whisper cut into his im- 

Aunt Mandy’s Jim tore up the kite he had = aginings. 

been making in disgust. It had been a “Lawd-a-massy, Big Jawn’s dene gone 

thing of beauty to him all the morning, but an’ done hit now! When dat mob git heah 

now, he reflected bitterly, what was the day’ll kill ebery bressed niggah on de 

use of having a kite if one couldn’t go out place!”
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It was another fragment, and Jim’s ac- find Big John, and learn hew to kill men ia , 

tive brain made good use of it. Big John. the most approved manner. 

He remembered aim as a shiny-black moun- The shadows of the tall pines stretched 

tain of a man who had once shown him how and stretczed until they covered the grate- 

- to make quail traps that would catch ’em ful palmettoes in the sandy square. The 

alive. So Big John had killed a man—a heat waves. gradually receded, 

white man—and was sitting over there in leaving a very sedate and substantial 

his cell waiting for tie mob. It was noth- row of whitewashed houses across the way. 
ing to killa man, he mused, twisting around Then the guard pushed back his widebrim- 
to get a good view of the jail. When he med hat with a sigh of relief, for the cool 
was a pirate he was going to kill dozens of of tz:e evening would soon come, and with 

‘em, Nothin’ init. But it would never do it, he hoped the sheriff. A bent and de- 
for a pirate to remain shut up in the house crepit little figure hobbled out across the 

with the wimmin’ folks ona glorious day sandy road, slowly, painfully, the tails ef 
like this. Especially wit: wimmin’ folks his clawhammer coat dragging dejectedly 
that whispered all the time! in the sand. The guard watched it languid- 

“Maw,” he grumbled, “Yo’ needn’ go to ly as it pottered up to tie jail steps, and 
all dat trubbie. Ah knows all ’bout hit, leaned upon its cane, in blinking uncer- 

' anyhow.” tainty. He could not suppress a smile of 
Aunt Mandy stopped in amazement. amusement, Trousers six inches too long 
“Ef yo’ ain’ de beatenist chile,” she be- and covered with burrs, a cast off swallow- 

gan. tail many sizes too large, brimless derhy, 
But Jim, foreseeing a lecture, made haste enormous smoked-glass spectacles, and, 

ta follow up his advantage. wonder of wonders, a dirty white vest dec- 
. “Heah come de mob!” he shouted shrilly. orated with red roses the size of a dollar— 

Aunt Mandy and Sister Smith were on such was the apparition which presented 
their feet instantly, yellow with fright, and itself in the gathering twilig'it. Verily, 
in a flash Jim had gained the door. He Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed 
paused there a moment, grinning diaholical- like one of these! But the apparition turn- 
ly, ed towards him, and said, in the quavering 

“Ise gwine to see Big Jawn, he said. tones of old age. 
very softly, and was off down the road. “Please, sah, I’se done come fo’ to admin- 

The guard upon the prison steps saw istration de consolation ob religion to de 
only a brown flash disappear around the risonah.” 
corner, so he shifted his gun and pulled his The guard looked at the preacher sharp- 
hat down just a little further over his eyes. ly, while the latter drew from under his 

Aunt Mandy’s Jim, however, had an idea coat an enormous battered Bible, and fum- 
~—a rarity wits him—which must be acted bled among the leaves. 
upon directly. As a future pirate, he must (Continued on page 26)
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| THE DANGER OF THE SURVEY 
| John Hascall Abbott 

An article of special merit, the product of a serious investigation of an investigation that 

is going on among the students and the professors at the present moment. The University 

Survey ranks in importance to the university and the state above any similar survey that 
has been ever conducted here at least in our recollection. 

f—=my) OW MANY cf ycu students biennially before the legislature and con- 

) f in the University realized at the stantly before tie administrative officers 

time that the cards given you of the University and State.” These ques- 

mae at registration this fall, asking tions as given by the Board are as fol- 

about your work in tie University end lows: 

your relations with your instructors, were TWELVE QUESTIONS THE UNIVER- 

a part of one of the most important in- SITY SURVEY SHALL ANSWER 

vestigations ordered in recent years by the 1. What if anything is the University 

State Legislature and the most important of Wisconsin undertaking that the state as 

ever conducted in this University? It is, a w2ole does not wish it to do? 

indeed, to the University itself, the most 2. What if anything is the Univer- 

important since it inquires into every ity failing to undertake which the state 

branch of University activities, including wishes it to do? 

not only the faculty aud its work and the 3. Is the University doing well enough 

needs of the University, but the life of the what it does? 

students also, their relations wit the facul- 4, Is it doing inexpensively enough 

ty, their University work, and their outside what it does. 

interests. While this investigation of the 5. What parts of its work, if any, are 

University is only a part of a general sur- inadequately supported? 

vey of all state educational institutions, it 6. Whst parts of its work are out of 

is by far the greatest part and is worthy proportion—too large, too small—to its 

ot the greatest consideration. program as a whole? 

PURPOSE AND METHODS OF CON- 7. Is the state’s support of the Uni- 

DUCTING SURVEY versity proportionate or disproportionate 

In considering this subiect it would be to state support of other public education- 

“ell to explain first the purpose of tte alactivities? - 

survey. As stated by the State Board of 8. Is the University’s business man- 

Public Works, which is conducting this agement—in policy, planning, purchasing, 

survey, “the real purpose is to obtain facts supervising, checking, and reporting— 

or suggestions that will help the Univer- adequate and efficient? 

sity and the State of Wisconsin when con- 9. Does the legislative policy in deal- 

aidering the numerous questions that come ing with the University and other educa-
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tional activities reflect adequate informa- of questions divided under twenty main 

tion? headings covering the qualifications and 

10. What is the University’s relation teaching experience of the faculty, the re- 

with and influence upon, the rest of the lations of instructors with heads of the 

state’s system of public education? departments, the value of faculty and de- 

11. What are the standards of living— partmental meetings, the number and kinds 

social and economic—in the University? of courses given and the seeming ability 

12. What not yet-met-needs of the state of the students to do the work, the time 

which the university might meet and what spent by the faculty on University and out- 

opportunities for retrenchment or increased side work, the official factors affecting 

efficiency should be reported to the next their work, and the difficulties and needs of 

legislature? individual instructors and professors. To 

If this is, as the Board says, the “only answer all these questions takes time and 

purpose in asking for the information call- work. Furthermore, meetings have been 

ed for in the questionnaires,” it relieves the held during the summer and this fall be- 

Board of a great responsibility, since all tween the members of the survey commit- 

blame for damage or injury to the Univer- tee and the heads of departments in the 

sity which may then result must necessarily University to discuss the data collected and 

fall upon the legislature and the adminis- to check errors in the reports. All this 

trative officers of the University and State. work caused one professor to remark that 

And a certain amount of injury seems in- he “wished the whole survey at the bot- 

evitable. tom of Lake Mendota”, And there are 

In order to obtain this information ques- many more who feel the same as he does 

tionnaires were sent cut to the faculty about it. 

members of the University last May and THE DANGER IN THE SURVEY 
; to the alumni in September. In addition When the legislature of 1913 ordered 

to these questionnaires men were sent out this survey to be made it undoubtedly 

to inspect the laboratories and to visit thought it was working in the best inter- 
classes. From their visits they made out est of the people of the State. It is only 

reports on the needs of the laboratories right that the taxpayers should know how 

and gave their opinions as to the value of their money was being spent and what re- 
the professors and instructors as teachers. turns they were getting from it. How- 
Tsese men were from the East. It is the ever, I feel that the legislature did not take 
questionnaire sent out to the faculty and into consideration tze most important ef- 
the reports of these inspectors, however, fect of the survey upon the University. 
which give us the most concern, since they Such a big undertaking as this is bound to 
are the most liable to injure the future wel- bring forth severe criticisms and no small 
fare of the University. amount of resentment against it from those 

The questionnaire consists of forty pages who are being investigated. But in this
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case those who are being investigated dare object, and in which they see danger. 

not say a word, for what professor or in- It is the work and reputations of the 

structor cares to take such a chance of los- professorate that makes a university great, 

ing his position? and in order to do the best work a pro- 

Several of the professors have been call- fessor must have full play of his individual- 

ed on for their opinions concerning the ity. The feeling that he is being watched 

survey but the great majority would say and criticised by those who know little or 

nothing for or against it. A few spoke in nothing about the work of his department 

favor of it but refused to express their ob- and that his service to the university is 

jections to it because, as they said, it would based upon actual time spent in the class- 

. be impolitic. When assured that no names room curbs to a very great extent this 

would be used in connection with criticisms, full play of individuality. Thus, on ac- 

_ two professors gave their candid opinions count of certain portions of the question- 

of the survey, and both pointed out the one naire, we have professors in the Univer- 

great danger. sity of Wisconsin wishing they were out 

At Harvard, less than two years ago, a of the whole affair and willing to accept 

similar “efficiency survey” was proposed, the first good offer of a position where thev 

but, when the professors rose in arms’ will not be constantly interfered with in 

against it, the president withdrew the pro- their work. . 

posal. There the professors could speak HOW THE SURVEY MAY HELP THE 

their minds without a heart full of fear, UNIVERSITY 

while here they must obey “what the State But in spite of this most formidable 

decrees, when it decrees, or get cut.” danger of losing professors, the survey has 

From the questionnaire sent to the facul- its good points. For example, a thorough 

ty, the University Survey appears to be, study is being made of the living standards 

taken at its face value, very fair, never- of the students. If these standards can be 

theless, to quote a recent editorial in The raised that part of the work at least will 

Nation, “there is enough in the question- have been a success, Then, too, certain de- 

naire to warrant the gravest suspicion that partmental needs such as laboratory ap- 

we are to have in this move one more of paratus and more rooms for use in giving 

these wrong-headed and deplorable appli- lectures are being investigated. Such 

cations of the efficiency idea which have in things as these are a help to the University 

recent years been threatening out univer- and its efficiency and should be cared fer. 

sities.’ The portions of the questionnaire They are important. But whether or not 

to which The Nation here refers are the so- they are sufficient to offset the possible in- 

called time-card questions and those con- jury to the University through the dissatis- 

cerning the supervision of classroom or faction of its professorate remains to be 

seminary work. And it is these same por- seen. Had the objectional questions been 

tions to which the University professors (Continued on page 18)
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ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION AND MINE 
Balthasar H. Meyer 

Balthasar H. Meyer is a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission and lives in 
Washington. There was a time though and not so very long ago when he had “classes on the 
hill.” Mr. Meyer tells in a few words some of the things he deems essential in this college 
life of ours. 

a) URING my student days I often industry, perserverance, balance, capacity, 
D | expressed my admiration to my tioughtfulness, sympathy, etc.—are es- 

students for the gray-headsinthe sential in giving effect to everything he 
=! faculty, I had great admiration learns and does. I know of no better place 

for the younger men with whom it was my than a great university to afford young men 
priviliege to have studies, but the gray- and women an Opportunity to cultivate 
heads had my affection, studies or no these traits, in their dealings with one an- 
studies. The young men can electrify, other aad with the faculty. You will ap- 
stimulate. They can dazzle with tie “lat- preciate this more the longer you are out 
est” in their respective branches of icarn- cf the university. If you have not already 
ing. Occasionally tie older men can do done so, turn your thougits in this di- 
all these things as well, or better than, the icction as frequently as possible until your 
young men; but they can do one thing day of sraduation is past. 
which younger men generally ‘can not do— Seme men still ask whether 2 coilepe ed- 
impart wisdom. Therefore, exploit the ucation is worth wiles; and fellow- 
younger men but do not neglect to absorb ing recent journalistic precedent perhaps 
the wisdom of the older men. Every young judge a student body by the number of re- 
student needs their guidance until he has sponses to stamped envelopes. Such discus- 
grown into years of wisdom himself, sions I expect alway to continue. They are 

A short time ago a prospective fresh- harimiess and sometimes useful, especially 
man asked me regarding the course of when they stimulate reexamination of . 
atudy to pursue. I answered that he should courses, methods, student life and activities. 
find his course were he could find the big- I never asked the question myself, I must 
gest men. He had a notion that a certain have been born with the idea that it was 
course would insure a certain career. Aside worth while. Yet a collge education can be 
trom strictly technical courses, this is not purchased at too high a price. What tiat 
rue. All the courses in the university to- price is can only be decided in each individ- 
gether will not make a man, All courses ual case. The world is open to all. Even the should, and most courses doubtless do, . contribute toward the making of men, pro- Student who cannot complete his course 
vided real men administer them. No stu- ®owever, has an advantage over those who 
dent is too young to begin to learn that a never entered upon one. Need I add, “other 
“sw basal elements of character—honesty, things being equal?”
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~ ON THE FIRST BOAT THROUGH THE | 

PANAMA CANAL | 

John W. Barrett, 17 

, An article written by an official of the Pan American Union on that stupendous Panama 
Canal recounting the incidents that occurred on the first trip made through the isthmus from 

the Atlantic to the Pacific. The writer, the nephew of Director General John Barrett, of the 
Onion, has had exceptional opportunities to inspect the Canal and he tells what he saw in 

his own words. 

fami) HiLE in Washington, D.C, this vincing evidence of the remarkable sani- 

past summer in tie employ of tary achievement under American direction. 

Lb ‘i the Pan American Union, an The streets are well paved and drained. 

raed orpenization which has as one They are also well policed and disorder is 

ef its aims the bettering cf trade an uncommon tting. 

relations between North and South Amer- Thursday I journeyed to Culebra and 

ica, it was my priviliege to attend the called upon Colonel Goethals to pay 

formal opening of the Panama Canalasthe him my respects. I found him busy be- 

official photcgrapher of this international hind a voluminous pile of correspondence 

oifice. and data, and presented to him my letter of 

Accordingly, I left New York on August introduction from the director general of 

Sth, on the S. S. Ancon bound for Colon, the Pan American Union. He received me 

the Atlantic port of Panama, and after a cordially and t-en prepared’and gave te 

voyage that encountered no rough weather, me a much prized card of passage on the 

arrived in Colon on Wednesday afternoon, Ancon for the official voyage. I left his 

Aus, 12t3 Colon is a tropical city with office, feeling as I departed that I had been 

palm trees bordering many of its streets in the presence of one the great men of the 

and ornamenting its little parks. Upon its day. Then I went out on the crest of the 

uarrow streets face wide oven stores and hill overlcoking the famous Culebra Cut 

bazaars with practically no front windows where I spent about half hour look- 

but overhanging verandas which cover the ing down into tiis mighty man-made 

aidewalks. Life moves slowly and lan- canyon with Gold hill towering in the back- 

guidly with the happy-go-lucky feeling ground. It was a wonderful sight, looking 

characteristic of these sunny lands. Cab- down from a height of nearly 300 feet, to 

men, commonly described as “spigoties,” see the immense dredges scooping out from 

drive about everywhere with their rickety the bottom and sides of the canal the earth 

carriages and little scrubby horses. Not- deposited by Cucaracha Slide. 

wit'istanding this jumble of humanity the The next noon, my uncle, Director 

city presents a neat appearance and is con- General John Barrett, arrived on the S.
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S. Tenadores and was met by representa- well inside the chamber and the cables set, 

tive officials of the Panama Government the great steel gates slowly and smoothly 

and the Canal Zone. As he had been swung shut with the ease of clockwork. 

the first United States Minister to Panama Then the water was let in from the higher 

and had witnessed the very beginning of level, quickly and surely raising her nearly 

the work on the Canal ten years ago, it thirty feet in less time than ten minutest 

was indeed appropriate that he should be Col. Goethals, the master builder, was 

there, aside from the fact that as an in- not on the Ancon at any time during the 

ternational Pan American officer he, in a_ trip, but was right at hand on the locks iz 

sense, linked by his official presence, North person. Dressed in the plainest of clothes, 

and South America. with a faded straw hat and carrying aa 

Early the folowing morning we proceed- umbrella, he paced up and down the sides 

ed to the dock at Cristobal. There was the of the locks, seeing that everything went 

Ancon, lying beside the wharfand flyingthe along successfully, and dodging, as far as 

Stars and Stripes and the colors of all the possible, our attempts to get pictures of 

nations. On the very tip of the foremast, him. 

was the world peace flag, consisting of a After the second lock was filled, the gate 

small stars and stripes set inside of a plain leading into the next higher lock was open- 

white field. It was a significant feature ed, and the boat was towed into its chamber. 

and showed that above all things, the pur- This operation was repeated for the last 

pose of the canal is a peaceful one. level and in about an hour and ten minutes 

At just 7:08 a. m. with a gruff blast from from our entry into the locks at sea level, 

her whistle, the Ancon slipped from her we passed into Gatun Lake, eighty-five 

moorings, bound on her history-making feet above the Atlantic Ocean. From Gatua 

trip through the canal. The boat steamed locks the ship proceeded under her ows 

slowly and majestically out into the deep power threugh the wonderful artificial 

water of the Atlantic; then turning around, Gatun Lake which has a surface area of 

she slowly made her entry into the waters 165 square miles and the scenic charms of 

of the Panama Canal. In about an hour an inland sea. All around us we could sex 

she approached the first locks, the great the tops of trees which had died when their 

triple flight at Gatun. The sides of the trunks were submerged by the rise of water. 

lock chambers were thronged with sight- In most cases only their bare limbs were left 

seers awaiting the arrival of the first boat protruding above the surface and many of 

through the canal. The vessel soon came these were covered with myriads of orchids. 

along-side the central pier and cables were On the shores of the lake rank vegetation 
thrown to the electric locomotives, or of vines, tropical plants and palms overrun 

“mules,” as they are called, and they in everything, presenting to our eyes a reat 

turn slowly drew her into the first lock tropical jungle. 

chamber at sea level. After the Ancon was (Continued on page 21)
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THE POINT OF VIEW 

Howard M. Jones 

Synopsis of the first installment: A group of university students are gathered around 
Head’s fireplace. They represent in one way or another various types in undergraduate life. 

A discussion arising over the question of support for football, it is proposed that each give 

in turn his reason for adopting his particular attitude toward his college life. Eliot, the 
athlete, has just finished a plea for football; he declares that it teaches the needed lesson of 
loyalty. 

IL. fine,” he said with a quiet sincerity alien to 

ee EN’S last ringing syllable died is usual manner of speaking. Then he 

Bf long time. Nobody looked at added with an exasperated laugh—the sub- 

Me wm iasted for what seemed to be a ject was an old bone of contention between 

into an intense silence which them—‘Ben, Ben—if you would only get 

kis neighbor or at Eliot. His vehemence a little debating training into you and talk 

had come unexpectedly and we were alla before a crowd as you talk before us, your 

ttle embarassed, I think, as men will be football team wouldn’t lack support. I say 

who suddenly find themselves out of their that,” he added, turning to the rest of us, 

usual emotional depth. I heard a long sigh “because it perfectly illustrates a point I’m 

from Roberts, our engineer, and an awed going to make.” 

expression, “By George!” It was high He stopped as if mentally mapping out 

compliment, for Roberts is not given to ef- a brief, while his glasses twinkled and 

fusion. Then Head suddenly reached ove: sputtered—no other word expresses it— 

and grasped Eliot’s hand; his action broke with reflected firelight. To me _ those 

eur tension, and we turned expectantly to glasses symbolized the man: his brains, his 

David who, by program, should have mental alertness, his lightning quickness 

spoken next. The little chap stammered to grasp an idea, and above all a certain 

as he responded to the appeal. watch-tower attitude, such as signalmen 

“I-I think I had b-better wait a little have, a sense of being above the clamor and 

while,” he pleaded. “I must study it a little understanding the confusion of engines in 

more.” (When moved he sometimes re- the yard below. He carefully placed the 

lapsed into a Teutonism.) With ready tips of his fingers together—a trick of his 

courtesy Head looked around the circle; —and then his high, somewhat irritating 

his eyes rested for a moment on Ladislaw, voice broke the silence. 

and then with his fine sense for the fitness “That was a fine plea,” he said decisively, 

ef things, he called on Pearson, the debat- “a fine speech and if I seem to criticize it 
er, adversely, it’s not because I don’t believe 

Pearson spoke first to Ben. “That was that the lesson of loyalty is not lacking in
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the orthodox college studies, but because I grant you, magnificently directed, so that 

want to show that fine as Ben’s argument often the smaller physical force overcomes 

is, it isn’t adequate—isn’t comprehensive the larger physical force by strategy of one 

enough for what I believe is a truer view kind or another—but always at the bottom 

of college life. I believe in loyalty, I ad- your attention is fixed on brute bodies, 

mit its need, but I don’t think mere loyalty however much the mind is in control. Ben, 

goes far enough to justify Ben’s praise of Ben it seems to me you can get more out of 

football. college than a kind of sublimated prize- 

“And I’m perfectly willing to admit, too, fighting!” 

that some of my opponent’s arguments—” He turned again to us. “What seems to 

he smiled quickly at the forensic formality me the weakness of Eloit’s argument,” he 

—“are absolutely incontestable. I need went on more earnestly than ever, “lies in 

more exercise—so do most of us here. It his tacit admission that mind is still on a 

would be easy to retort, I suppose, that little higher scale than matter—the phy- 

most athletes need more exercise—of a less sique, that is however excellently trained. 

violent sort; but it would be a cheap retort, When Ben makes his plea that athletics de- 

and I doubt if it would be a true one. But elope quickness of intellect he clearly ad-. 

whether my lack of exercise is any excuse mits that quickness of intellect is a good 

for Ben’s getting too much of it is another thing to develop; that certain qualities of 

question; and when he jumps from the mind are desirable, and he then tries to 

premise that we need more athletics tc the drag footbali up to what he somewhat 

conclusion that therefore intercollegiate blindly feels is a higher standard, by try- 

football should be encouraged, I simply ing to prove that football is a means of. 

don’t see any connection between the two getting this desirable mental discipline. I 

propositions. say, why drag in football? 

“Ben, in spite of all you have said about “Gentlemen, to my thinking we are con- 

the democracy of opportunity in athletics, tinually overlooking the most evident fact 

you can’t get around the fact that all this possible about this university: namely, that 

| excitement, all this attention and expense it is a place for training brains, 1 perfectly 

and energy is centered on eleven out of some agree with Eloit, as I said a moment be- 
thousands of men; that your whole scheme for, that a minimum amount of attention 
of. intercollege athletics is focussed on must be paid to your body to secure max- 

training a dozen men in cardinal sweaters imum efficiency in your brain. But it does 

to knock down a dozen other men in dif- not therefore follow that brain should be 
ferent-colored sweaters as quickly and ef- made to serve the body, and not body the 
ficiently as possible. And you’ve got to orain. That’s where Ben hasn’t a leg to 
admit besides that the basis for a football stand on. You can’t get around the fact: 
team is incontestably sheer physical that the whole purpose of colleges ever 
strength—strength cleverly handled, I since there were any colleges, is and has
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been to train the minds of their students. in return you draw out a specified number 

It’s one of those things that everybody of lectures, and on his side the professor 

admits tie moment you say it; and it’s also gets a specified number of more or less im- 
one of those things that everybody forgets perfect mimeograph copies of what he has 

_ the moment it has been said. Primarily said, returned to him at examination time. 

we've all come here—even you, Eliot—to If the copy isn’t too bad, he passes it, and if 

lead what somebody calls the intellectual you’re the average sloth-eaten student, 

life, you’re satisfied to have got through the 
“Well, then, if that’s the purpose of aun- course—never through the subject,—and 

iversity, you may say that work in the pass on to the next slot-machine, provided 
classroom is entirely sufficient. Why drag you’re sure that you'll get nothing but the 
in debating? It’s as much a misdirection same safe, sane and conservative stereotypes 
of energy as is football. for your nickle, | 

“Why drag in debating? I’m going to “Do I exaggerate? Listen to the fool 

give you three reasons why I believe a man answers in your next quiz section and draw 
should go in for debating, if he wants to your own conclusions. 

make the most out of his college life. “Now if you’re content to be one of the 

Pearson was now standing, looking down herd, that sort of thing will satisfy you. In 

on us occasionally, as he paced nervously fact you'll squeal with pain if somebody 
back and forth, three steps each way, be- prods you out of your doze. But if you have 

tween Eliot and the table. Suddenly he any get-up-and-git, any initiative to you, 

stopped and shook out a long forefinger at ycu’ll soon look elsew ere than in the reci- 

his audience. tation room to learn how to use the brains 

“If all the profs were perfect men, per- the gacd God furaished you with. I tell 

haps there would be no need for a debating you, it’s simply impossible for an energetic 
society. But you know as well asI do how student to reach anything like maximum 

rare it is to sit under a man who makes you mental efficiency in a class where the intel- 

think. Once in a generation there comes a ‘sctual give-and-take must of necessity he 

real teacher—a Mark Hopkins or a Lowell held at the level of average mediocrity. 

or an Agassiz. For the most part the fac- “Hew go at it then? The same way you 

ulty is one huge, solid blunder, and they learn to walk, the same way you learn te 

know it and we know it, and everybody fight—stand on your own intellectual feet. 

knows it. If this university is five percent Get hold of a problem and make it your 

efficient it is doing mighty well. Most of own, without guidance, without a nurse, 

the instructors never attempt, even, to get without textbooks and syllabi. Shift for 

you to think; most of the students never yourself! It’s like being dumped into deep 

expect to think—complain, indeed, if now wster before you can swim—you’ve either 

and then they have to. You put money in got to swim or drown. You don’t know 

a slot when you pay your entrance fees; what’s in you till you have to get it out of
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you. And that’s precisefy the function of for Ben finds both these elements in an in- 

debating work. And that’s my first reason tercollegiate game. I must advance some- 

for believing that debating is essential to thing else, to prove that debating is still 

college life—because it makes the student superior to both. What I want to say may 

strike out for himself. be phrased something like this: if what 

“But that of itself doesn’t justify debat- you need is intellectual gymnastics to 

ing. Graduate work is supposed to do the toughen your mind for the conflict of life, 

same thing. Thesis work is devised for it doesn’t make much difference whether 

that very purpose, and some of the senior you get it playing football or studying 

seminar courses as well. They possess the Sanskrit. But the equivalent of football 

advantage of having a wiser man at hand is nowhere found in life, and the usual 

to rescue you if you get beyond your depth. classroom studies are far away from the 

But as I look at it the reason graduate business world into which most of us grad- 

work is so often mere pedantry; the reason uate. It’s therefore a manifest economy if, 

why theses are a joke, is that they lack an at the same time you are strengthening 

element essential to intellectual growth. your powers of mind, you can get into con- 

It’s the element Ben finds in football—I tact with life at as many places as possible. 
mean competition. That’s the reason for That is precisely what debating does. It 

public debating. A man may know alithere has hold of real issues, live issues — real 

is to be known about a subject, but unless sociology, real ethics, real men. I figure 

he marshalls all his facts like so much in- that university classes are usually about 
fantry and sends them into battle of con- ten years behind the time — as perhaps 
fiicting opinion, he’ll never find out which they ought to be. But by joining a debat- 
of his troops can be depended on. In ing club you’re not merely exercising in a 
classroom as in Congress it’s the debater, gymnasium, you’re exercising on life and 
trained to measure the value of argument in life. So my third proposition is that de- 

by experience in the field of war, who takes ating gets you into touch with life as it 
the lead and carries the day. The evalua- is being lived at the greatest number of 

tion of material is born only of such con- points.” 

flict as is found in debating. So my second Pearson paused here, but indicated by a 
piea for debating as an essential to the best gesture that he was not yet through. I 
college man is that it contains the competi- could see that Townsend and even little Da- 
tion necessary to growth. vid were eager to interrupt and refute some 

“I was going to give three reasons. This of his assertions, but a glance from Head 
is my third: It is conceivable that in time checked them, and after a moment Pear- 

both these elements will be found in the son resumed. . 
classroom, as they are now occasionally “I haven’t said much about inter-colleg- 
found. And thus far in the argument I iate debates — they’re merely incidental in 
stand precisely even with the football man, a debating society, and are not like the
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varsity teams. I haven’t advanced a lot of KICKING OUT THE CREW | 
arguments you usually hear advanced — (Continued from page 4) 
‘learning to think on your feet, ‘learning to have been allowed to participate in rowing 
talk fluently, and so on. I don’t believe who should never have taken part in any 
such things are cardinal, and I think some sport requiring great exertion, such as foot- 
of them are vicious and have done more ball, track, or basketball, or else conditions 
harm than good. But I want to make one under which the men work, such as the lack 
more point before I quit. ef a training table, are such that the men 

“In his argument for athletics Eliot are not able to condition themselves suffi- 
worked back eventually to real life. He ciently to withstand the hard work. What- 
was tight to do so. It’s at once the back- ever the cause of the injurious effects ex- 
ground to measure college by and the goal perienced at Wisconsin, certain it is that 
to which we are working. Some way or the fault lies somewhere other than in the 
another we are all here to get ready to live sport itself. 
our lives out there in the world—the great, Dr. Ehler makes the rather bewildering 
battling, chaotic world as it is, the world of statement that the abolishment of crew as 
business and poverty and thievery and hon- an intercollegiate sport, “means that row- 
or and defeat. We don’t talk much about ing will receive a new impetus and will be- 
it, perhaps, but just the same that’s the come one of the our leading sports.” Just 
reason why we're here. how the purchase of “war canoes” is going 

“Ben said that loyalty was needed in that to fit a man to row in an eight-oared shell, 
struggle for existence. I suppose itis. But and where this impetus is coming from re- 
as he spoke, I couldn’t help secing another mains to be seen. 
side to his picture of organized business. Dr. A. H. Sharpe of Cornell states in re- 
Nobody wants to be a little man. Every- «ard to crew men, “As far as life insurance 
bedy expects to succeed. Most of us who risks go they are better than the average. 
go out from here go out to succeed in busi- Naturally only men physically fit should 
ness — business! That terrific, rough-and- be allowed in any contest where the powers 
tumble, free-for-all fight where men scrap of endurance are called into play. Individ- 
with brains instead of bayonets. And asI ual cases cannot be cited to decide an issue 
look at the picture, it seems to me that all such as this; the effect on the great major- 
the little men had too much loyalty, or per- ity ought to be considered.” 
haps loyalty of the wrong kind. They In Dr. Sharpe’s last sentence he has hit. 
weren’t loyal to themselves. the nail squarely on the head. If for any 

“Do you want to be merely one of the reason a man is allowed to participate in a 
great mass of workers who obey orders — sport for which he is physically unfit, and 
the privates of the army, the huge, uncom- by the continuance of the sport injures 
prehending, disappointed bulk of subor- himself, it cannot be held against the sport 

(Continued on page 22) (Concluded on next page)
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but against those who permitted him to thoroughly before they kill one of the finest 

take part in the first place. The report of and cleanest of sports. - 

the medical department shows that ten of 

the men examined at Wisconsin were in the ——__ 

same condition to start with that is now 

deemed serious enough to eliminate the THE DANGER OF THE SURVEY 
sport. (Continued from page 9) 

Other universities, believing that crew as_ left out of the questionnaire, then, surely, 

a sport is not deleterious in any way have the survey would have been a complete auc- 

spent thousands of dollars to make rowing cess. 

possible where the natural condition did The University of Wisconsin now enjoys 

not permit. This is the case for example at the reputation of being one of the best 

Michigan. Now does it not secm ratier equipped universities in the United States, 

peculiar that crew men should be injured especially as regards its faculty. Is the 

at Wisconsin and nowhere else? The above legislature about to ruin this reputation by 

statements by those closest in touch with beginning “an intellectual thraldom Likely 

conditions in the east prove conclusively to stifle any great soul and reduce the ani- 

that the injurious effects are not experi- versity to the basis of a factory?” It is to 

enced elsewhere. be hoped that when the final repart of the 

Notwithstanding that Wisconsin is the survey comes out in December the State 

guinea-pig state and that everything has to Board of Public Affairs and the legisiature 

be tried on it first, a good many cf us, judg- will not misconstrue its importance by 

ing by the number of letters of rezret that laying too much stress upon the time card 
have been received, believe that the faculty portion and tie reports of the classroom 
was a little hasty in their recent action. Here inspections. For therein lies the great 
is hoping that they will deem it only just dancer to the University and to the veople 
that conditions be investigated a little more of the State of Wisconsin. 

a Sioa 
——————ESeS ee
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THE BREATH OF SPRING 
Iva N. Ketcham 

A real “breath of spring” that brings with it a fragment of a romance about a woman 
who waited long. 

Cah} HE SUNLIGHT shone through were thrown back—all of them. The place 

id: the masses of blossoms weigh- had been deserted for—no one realized 
iy i ing down the orchard trees. The how long, but herself. A tall man in a long 

faa breath of spring was in the gray coat came out of the door and began 

warm air, and the grass was very green gesturing to the men. She looked at the 

and tender. A thick coat of brown moss’ gray-coated figure for a moment, and then 

lay upon the stone wall which enclosed the turned and fled upstairs. 

orchard and separated it from the fields She crossed tie floor of her chamber 

just beyond. A long row of yellow dande- with uncertain steps and sat down in a large 

Hons grew close to the uneven stones, and horsehair chair that stood in the farther 

the tall lilac bushes lifted their purple corner. A bird just outside of her window 

elusters up almost even with the lowest in the mountain-ash tree began singing. 

boughs of the apple trees. A large body She listened during the whole melodious 

ef water shimmered upon the horizon, and outpouring. A tremulous smile flitted over 

the path that ran through the fields seemed her face. She bent forward suddenly and 

to lead out to it. There was song and sun- opened the drawer of a small desk just in 

shine everywhere, and the red-breasted front of her. One by one she lifted the 

robins hopped from limb to limb chirrup- packets of letters from the sandalwood box 

‘ag softly to each other. in which she had once placed them. They 

A woman came to the door of the large were so old that the ink had faded and tne 

white house which was set back a little way paper slightly yellowed. 

from the road. Her brown eyes drank in the Another spring morning came back to 

beauty outside, and something of the fresh- her so vividly that she could scarcely hbe- 

ness of the spring stole into them. A smile lieve it was only in memory. She had rush- 

teuched the corners of her mouth and ed up to her room with a wildly throbbing 

softened the tiny wrinkles meshed about it. heart, and had listened to hear his steps up- 

She sighed, after a few minutes, as if trou- on the walk and the sharp clang of the iron 

bled by a passing thought. gate. After a few minutes, or it may have 

A startled exclamation broke from her been hours, she had placed the letters in 

lips. Two men had driven up to the house their scented box, and had never touched 

just across the road. In the back of their them since. The house just across the 

heavy wagon were a number of boxes. She road had been deserted, also, that same day. 

noticed for the first time that tie blinds And now after all the years, she had seen
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him again. She could not mistake his lonely sometimes. I hope you wiil come in 

strong straight form. She would have now.” She opened the door wider and look- 

known it anywhere. She had heard that his ed at the fresh young face. 

wife had died abroad some years before, “I will for a little while. But, my father 

and, although she had not owned it to her- sent me over to ask if you would not take 

self, her silent sympathy had gone out to tea with us. We are quite alone, too. You 

him with her thoughts, which had always will come, won’t you? It is such a beauti- 

been with him. . ful day, you must come.” 

A sharp ring of the bell startled her. It The girl’s pleading could not hide he: 

sounded again. She sprang to her feet and dimples, and she laugied softly from the 

the letters dropped upon the carpet. When sheer delight of living. At least it seemed 

she reached the door, a slender girl stood so to her listener. 

upon the threshold. She held a bunch of “Yes, I will come.” The sweet-faced we- 

white apple-blossoms in her hands. man pressed her lips down into the bles- 

“My father sent these to you, Miss soms. “It is the most beatiful day, and 

Madeline. We have just been out in our spring is the most wonderful time of the 

orchard. He said your family and his year.” 

were once old friends. We are going to live “What are you saying?” The girl smiled 

here now, and I should love to come over again. 

often. May I?” A ; 

The girl smiled winningly into Miss T only said that the breath of spring 
Madeline’s brown eyes. makes the world young again.” 

“You may come just as often as you like, | And then they both went into the big 
my dear. This big house is very quiet— house together. 

OUT OF MY BRAIN 

Out of my brain, fancy’s child 

Gilded with golden merriment— 

Heavenly inspiration sent— 

Drooping and dreaming 

With wild content. 

Satiated unto brim—grim joy 

Comes when passion ceases 

Haidie-lovers, soothing fleeces, 

Drooping and dreaming 

Love’s in pieces.
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THE PANAMA CANAL deep and will continue their operation un- 
(Continued from page 12) til a depth of forty-five feet and a width of 

After steaming through the 24 mile chan- - two hundred feet have been obtained. The 
nel of Gatun lake we passed, on the left. general opinion is that the slide has about 

the mouth of the famous Chagres river reached its equilibrium and there will be 

which supplies the water for Gatun lake, 1:0 more serious danger from it. 

and then entered the approach to the nine Havirg now passed through this sectio: 

mile reach of the great Culebra Cut which of the canal, almost romantic in its gran- 

takes the canal across the Continental div- deur we reached Pedro Miguel Lock. Here 

ide between the two oceans. Our course be- the Ancon commenced her descent 

came percepitably narrow and the banks from the eighty-five foot level of 

began to rise much higher. As we finally Gatun lake and Culebra Cut to the Pacifi- 

came into the deep part of the cut they ‘cean. Tirough this lock of one flight of 

towered impressibly high above the ship thirty feet the boat descended in less than 

and made us realize the magnitude of the half of one hour into the small lake of | 

excavation which was necessary to permit tiraflores which is only about two miles 

the canal to take its way from ocean to in length. Here, standing on the fore part 
ocean. of the ship, we could look forward to 

Culebra Cut proper, with its lofty hills Miraflores locks, framed in their natura! 

on both sides, presented a sight never to surroundings of the green hills and blue 

be forgotten of the conquest of nature by sky, and then on to the distant Pacific 

man. After we passed by Gold Hill, the Ocean glistening in the afternoon sun. The 

significant name of one of the peaks of the Ancon soon arrived at Miraflores locks and 

divide, we steamed slowly past the terror tere descended through two final locks of 

of the canal, the great Cucaracha Slide. the canal to the tide level of the Pacific 

This immense slide, covering many square Ccean. 

acres, and lying south of Gold hill, is of At this point we had the remarkable ex- 

shale formation and very loose. Heretofore, |:erience of seeing t:e meeting and mixing 

when the heavy rains have come, this cf the fresh water of the upper reaches of 
migity mass of dirt and stone, loosened the canal with the salt water of the Pacific 

by the water getting into its shelving strata, cean. 

gradually moved down into the canal and From Miraflores we proceeded towards 

almost closed the channel. At this time the Pacitic entrance of the canal, then past 

however, five large and powerful dredges the new town of Balboa wit its marvelous 

are employed there, some of which have shops and new docks, and out into the 

single buckets which dip down into tie bot- broad Pacific ocean. As the Ancon passed 

tom of the canal and scoop out at least five Balboa, all the available whistles in the 

tons of earth with one lift. They have al- shops were blown, letting loose the pent up 

ready excavated a channel thirty feet feeling of rejoicing at the successful open-
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ing of the canal after ten years of tireless take command, somehow, not to be com- 

and almost superhuman endeavor; and as manded. We are for the commonwealth 

she struck her prow into the Pacific allthe what West Point is for the army. We are 

ships anchored along the sides of the canal, here to learn to lead, to give orders, to sue- 

those tied up at the docks, and those an- ceed — not for ourselves, alone, but for 

chored in the Pacific entrance, in turn, as those who follow us into the conflict, and 

we passed, saluted the Ancon with three .voe to us if we give the wrong orders! 

biasts from their whistles. To these she “So I say we are false to our trust if we 

immediately responded with three coarse don’t learn to stand on our own bottoms, te 

blasts from her deep steam throat. — .aink for ourselves—as the surgeon thinks, 
Standing there in the bow of the ship as the general thinks, the captain of indwe- 

with my uncle, hearing these whistles all try, the statesmen, the senator, the politi- 

blowing, seeing the crowds of people onthe calleader, And when I trace back the lives 
shores of the canal and on the docks, Lin- of many, many men who today hold the na- 

deed experienced a thrill which I shall tion in their hands, I find again and again 
never forget. that they first found themselves in so er- 

Upon reaching the deep water of the dinary a thing as a debating society. H 
Pacific the Ancon slowly turned around was the laboratory that made them, not 
and steamed back into the harbor at Bal- for any intrinsic merits of its own, but be- 
boa where her passengers were delivered cause it contains the food they needed to 
en shore, all of them feeling that they had make them what they are. 
participated in one of the most important “Fellows, Ben gave for football the 
events in the history of the world, affecting watchword of loyalty; for me debating 
not only international commerce and trade, means leadership now and later, leader- 
but the progress of civilization, friend- ship with all its burdens, its  selfisk- 
ship, and good will among all nations. ness, its generosity, its responsibilities, 

The entire trip was made without a mis- its deep and abiding satisfactions. 
hap or hitch and the boat made the passage Loyalty is, after all, common enough—and 
so smoothly that it seemed as if the canal I do not disparage it at that. The shop- 
had been in successful operation many girl has it, the stenographer has it, the 
vears rather than just opened to commerce. cashier, all the rank and file. Loyalty ix 

-__ what’s the matter with them. But leader- 
THE POINT OF VIEW ship is what we’re here for — intelectual 

(Continued from page 17) self-mastery, the applause and confidenee 
dinates, clerks, salesmen, cashiers, what °f men. Leadership is the prospect that you please? By the Eternal, no! We in “Pes before the fellow who finds himself 

college — Tsay without boasting, for its 2 Golege, md T deeply belove it i in de true — are the very pick of the young men stuff that is in him. as I hope to do so far 
and women of this state. We're expectedto °§ Tam Conte he c ontinued)
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In a few words we will indicate what this and to a less degree members of the facul- 

magazine is bound to be this year. Itscon- ty. The Wisconsin magazine will continue 
tent will be interesting—you will want to as the only vehicle in the university for the 

read it every month—that’s essential in the work of the men and women seriously in- 

well-being of any publication. Therefore terested in literature 

we aim to fill the magazine every month guy Writers and in writing. Lead- 

with “pep”. The short stories, the poems, ers in student affairs 
the dramatic sketches and the literary will appear on these pages bringing the 
criticisms will be chosen from the best that news of the day from Camp Randall and 
the literary talent of the university can the “hill”’—in athletics, debate, dramatics, 
provide. There will be timely articles on social service, politics, student govern- 
the most important of the student activities ment, ete. 
written by the men who have the facts. 

There will be special papers on the basis es ok x x 
of thorough investigation of branches of 

university work where we think investiga- To a certain extent the Wisconsin Maga- 
tion ought to be made public. . . . g P zine will be popularized. In no way, how- 

7_ = + * ever, will true merit in the work be sacri- 

Our writers will include the students ficed nor the ideals for the best that Wis-
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consin men and women can produce sub- has been discontinued. The price of a sub- 

verted. Later in the scription is one dollar and fifty cents for 

The “Mag” season a special num- the school year. 

Popularized ber will be devoted to . oe * & 

fiction, another will ; ; ; 

be given over to the women of the univer- Particular attention ought to be direct- 
sity to edit and there will be others. ed in tais issue toward the feature article 

on the tremendously vital University Sur- 

sR RU vey now being engineered by the State 

The most startling innovation is the sec- Board of Public Affairs. John Hascall Ab- 

tion that will be devoted entirely to humor bot reviews the work 

and which will choose its material after AnImortant of the survey and the 

the manner of the late monthly publication 4rticle probable results from 

of the Sphinx. The men who will make an unbiased point of 

the fun are the men view and with the authority of accurate 

An Innovation who made the information. The national magazines have 
Sphinx. Believing issued severe criticism against the survey 

that there should be something more than and it behooves you to take a position in 

a column of quips to provide for humorous this most important work of investigation 

happenings about these parts we have the university has seen in decades. 

enlarged the scope the Wisconsin Maga- eo o* & &# 

zine to include a humor section. This sec- In response to considerable inquiry, the 

tion of the Magazine is of course open to . wee 

contributions from faculty or students. The official announcement of the William F. 
. . Vilas Memorial Prize Short Story Contest 

department, called in this number “Across. : : ae 

the Styx,” will be directed by Nick Grinde, s made herewith. This competition made 
late of Sphinx and Cardinal fame. The possible by the interest and generosity of 

chief artist is Webb B. White. Mrs. Vilas has be- 
The Vilas Short come the most im- 

oF *  * Story Prize portant event in lit- 

. For the information of the freshmen erary activity at Wis- 

particularly, it seems desirable to announce consin. There are yearly thirty or forty 

that the Wisconsin Magazine may be pro- entries and from these are chosen several 

cured at the book stores or the better way that are published in the magazine in ad- 

would be to mail your subscriptica at once dition to the prize-winning stories. The 

to Frank Tillman, 521 two prizes are of fifty and twenty-five dol- 

A Suggestion North Henry Street, lars each. The rules that govern the con- 

Circulation Manager, test will be as follows: 

of the Wisconsin Magazine. The honor 1. The competition will close on Decem- 

plan of disposing the magazine in Mail Hal! ber 15 at midnight. It is open to the under-
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graduates of the University of Wisconsin. Although he bucked hard, for lack a* 

2. Length. The stories must not be the guidance and aid of an upper-classmaz. 

less than 1500 words and not more than ite fell behind in his studies. | 

4000 words in length. No limit is placed Came an event which entirely altered ini: 

on the character of the subject matter. The life. One day, by a lucky chance, he was 

copy or manuscript must be typewritten brought to the notice of the junior pres:- 

and unfolded. dent, who asked him to his fraternity hous: 

3. The manuscript must be mailed to for the evening. His visits became fré- 

the manager of the Wisconsin Magazine quent; he formed many friendships; and at 

and shall be addressed “Business Manager the end of the year he was asked to joiz. 

of the Wisconsin Magazine, for William F. He refused on the grounds of his poverty. 

Vilas Memorial Prize Story Contest, 644 “It was proven to me,” he writes, “that / 

North Francis Street, Madison.” Only a could better afford to live at the fraternit: 

nom de plume shall appear on the story with ‘ouse than in my present quarters. I there- 

the real name inclosed in an envelope. fore accepted.” 

The judges this year will be members of He was made steward, and through the 

the English faculty and their names will be fluence of alumni he was given a scholar- 

announced in the December number of the SMP, the financial situation thus being re- 

magazine. As has been explained before lieved. At the same time, with the help et 
upper-classmen, he made good in his 

Mrs. Vilas does not seek to put literary tal- . 
studies. 

ent on a mercenary basis but to encourage Eventually he entered politics, and in 

honest effort deserving of worthy recogni- his junior year was made vice-president of 

tion. his class, The light thrown upon fraters- 

ities in politics is interesting. The idea that 

ee they can put through any kind of man, he 
Under this title H. E. Wade, of New says, is wrong. Although there is a“well- 

York University tells in the “Independent” defined balance of power among the socie- 

of the benefits he received from a fratern- ties,” “no undemocratic or overbearing can- 

ity, and gives what seems to be a frank didate could ever hope to be placed in any 

statement of what goes on behind fratern- office by his class.” But perhaps the most 

ity walls. He enter- interesting part of the narrative is a pic- 

Behind Fraternity ¢4 as a freshman, ture of life in a fraternity house. His first 

Shutters “small, freckled, meeting with fraternity men was, he writes, 

bashful,” moneyless, a “revelation.” “The marks of luxury and 

obliged to work when he was not study- extravagance that I had always connected 

ing. His clothes were poor, his room tiny with fraternity houses were lacking. ... . 

and dingy, his pockets scantily supplied The men seemed up to their eyes in busi- 

with coin; and he was practically unknown. ness”. Delinquent members were forced to
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study; every aid was given the writer in -—-/vom the London Times, August rst, 191¢ 

working off the conditions he had acquired 

in his former state of loneliness. Alto- Zhe letter following is explanatory ef 

gether, the article goes to show that fra- ‘he communication inserted above: 

ternity life is not necessarily as enervating My Dear Mr. Hollen: 

and indefensible as some popular imagina- Being neither a German nor an Aus- 
tions have conceived it. trian by birth and being in no way cos- 

coe k nected with Russia or Servia or Japaa 

“We regard Germany as a nation lead- a France or England, I feel that I am 

ing the way in the Arts and Sciences, and ne vom hee eee i the present 

we have all learnt and are learning from ly in the “hese for air play.” mere- 

German scholars. War upon her in the in- T. K. Urdall. 

_ terest of Servia and 

“Before Patriotism Russia will be a sin —— 
Stilled Their against civilization. LYNCH LAW , 
Mouths” If by reason of hon- (Continued from page 6) 

orable obligation we “All right,” said the guard, “I dom 

be unhappily involved in war, patriotism ; , 
might still our mouths, but at this juncture reckon "twill do any harm.” 

we consider ourselves justified in protesting He fitted a key into the ron barred door, 

against being drawn into a struggle with a and together they went into the gloomy 
nation so near akin to us, and with whom we building. 
have so much in common. “I dunno as ’twill do much good,” he re- 

| Signed, marked, “but ’ll give you ten minutes.” 
C. G. Browne, Then he locked the cell door and went 

Professor of Arabic, Cambridge ut to resume his vigil. He was tired, per- 
F. C. Burkitt, haps he was dreaming a little about home, 

Protessor of en cemninidae too, for when he opened the door ten mis- 
Principal, Manche lor Coles >. Oto yq Utes later, he failed to perceive that the 

F. J. Foulkes, preacher had grown—grown miraculously, 
/ ackson Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge for the coat tails no longer dragged in the 

Rector of L eC: ante C moved dust, but flapped proudly some eight inches 
Kirsopp Lake, from the ground. Indeed, had he been 

Professor, Leden and Harvard, Essex able to see around the corner, he would 
frofessor Emeritus oi ie amSAy, ty have observed those same coat tails wav- . 

W. B. Selbie, ' ing in the wake of the darky who was 
Principal, Mansfield College, Oxtord marathoning for the woods. But he only 

| Cavendish Pr dor of Be nental sat down again and swore at the relief 
Physics, Cambridge which failed to appear.
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And then there came a muffled insistant whisper that could be heard across the 
vythm, giving an undertone to all the small square— 

noises of the night. It was a sound which “Don’ let him git yo’!” 
sauce heard is never forgotten—the tramp The door slid back, revealing to the as- 
sf many feet. The lights which had begun tounded mob, not Big John, but a very 
40 appear in the houses around the square small and very frightened darky, whose 
tied with one accord, leaving only the black eyes rolled as though they would fly ont of 
shadows of the tropic night. The guard at his head—Aunt Mandy’s Jim! For a 
the jail door croucied behind the coping, second the tableau remained before tbe 
with his rifle at rest. angry crowd—two huge lumbermen bend- 

Silently the mob came on, with only the ing gun in hand over the lanky boy, their 
steady tramp of their march to mark their mouths open with astonishment. The 
progress. In an instant the square was fili- damage was done. 
#d with men, their grim faces lit by the “Don’ let him git yo’, Steve,” came a 
red glow of the blazing pineknots held voice from the crowd. 
above their heads. There was no shouting, There was a snicker from the rear and 
no crowding. The leaders conferred for a then another and another. As the humor 
woment. Then they spoke to the guard. of the situation dawned upon them, a rip- 

“Young feller,” they said, “they aint no ple of laughter swept across the square. 
use of yo’ stayin’ thar. The sheriff is busy On the stone steps Jim sobbed out his 
om anotier case. An’ he wouldn’t be here story. | 

“1f he wasn’t. Open that door! “Ah jest wanted fo’ to ask ’im how to 
_ The guard thought a moment. It seem- kill a man, ’cause I’se gwine ter be a pirate 

ed to be the wisest thing for him to do,and when Ah grows up. An’ he up an’ took all 
he did it gracefully. He opened the jail mah preacha’s close and said as how hed - 
aoor and entered. The leaders of the mob show me allright if Ah evah tole on him. 
took their places on either side of tte bar- An’ then he went offen left me.” 

ted door, while the others formed a semi- The anger of the crowd vanished in a 
‘tircle about the steps. There was a tense gale of laughter. But when they turned to 
silence. Then the latch clicked as one uf seek out Aunt Mandy’s Jim, he had vaa- 
the big leaders leaned over and said in a_ ished like a black bat into the darkness.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE Y.M.C. A. 
Lester Cushing Rogers 

It presents a contradiction to the long-standing idea that the Y. M. C. A. is a bunch of 
“molly-coddles” and gives an adequate picture of what this highly important part of our 
student life is doing to make things better. Rogers is the president of the “Y. M.” and the 
best fitted to present its aims and accomplishments. | 

poy Hi UNIVERSITY Y. M.C. A. acter-building. Its primary aim is to make 
i 1A is an organization peculiarly fit- Christian ideals and standards the working 
brag ted to develope ina man a qual- ideals and standards of the student body. 
ys 4 ity of all-round leadership that In order to realize this end more fully and 

will be invaluable to him, no matter what more speedily, the Association has beea or- 
business or profession he may enter,” de- ganized in three distinct branches, one in 
clares Professor Goodnight. This fact has the College of Letters and Science, one in 
been recognized for years at Yale, Michi- the College of Engineering, and one in the 
gan, Penn State and many other leading College of Agriculture. The work in each 
eastern Universities, and is fast being college is in the direct charge of a student 
realized in Middle West at Minnesota, Illi- commission composed of the chairmen of 
nois, and Wisconsin. The apparent tardi- committees who were appointed on the 
ness of the men of this section of the coun- __ basis of their previous work. Each com- 
try in awaking to their opportunity is due mission is assisted and advised by an em- 
largely to the comparative youth of the ployed secretary and a faculty advisory 
organization in the West. The antiquated council. The work of the three college 
idea that the Y. M. C. A. was a long-faced, branches, while differing in details, is es- 
pious group of fellows loaned to the un- sentially the same in each case. 
iversity by Heaven for four painful years If you are interested primarily in the 
has long since been buried, and on this work among students, your opportunities 
campus, as well as in the East, the Asso- begin with the arrival of the first new stu- 
ciation claims men on its service force who dent in the fall. This year a committee of 
not only stand for the strongest things in forty upperclassmen assisted the new stu- 
a moral and religious line, but who take dents in various ways from checking their 
their place in the University’s honor roll baggage to finding them rooms and board. 
in athletics, debate, and scholarship. What Then the first Saturday the new men were 
attracts these men? The chance to assist in town, the social committee arranged to 
the other fellow, the realization that with- ave two hundred fifty of them entertain- 
out unselfish service true leadership and ed in the homes of some twenty members of 
true manhood are impossible. the faculty. The faculty were aided in each 

The Association is the only University- case by two or three of the older students. 
wide organization whose purpose is char- These small parties are to continue
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throughout the year at the rate of one or victions, and his hopes on the minds of « 

twe each week and offer an opportunity, dozen men who, in the next few years will 

rare indeed in a University of tis size, for be helping to mold student opinion. 

men to become well acquainted with their Your interest, however, may not lay sa 

professors. decidedly along student lines. The bure- 
A branch of the student work that is of ing passion of your life may be to right 

growing importance is that of visiting the social wrongs; you may be giving your en- 
men who are confined to their rooms by ergy and thought to solving the problems 
illness. A very real act of friendship is of labor or the problems of the tenement 
performed by the men on the sick visita- district. If so, the opportunity of a life- 
tien committee as they call on tuese stu- time lies right at your door in the work: 

dents who are “under the weather” and among the fifteen hundred Italians ané 

bring them the latest magazines or get Southern Europeans working in Madison's 
their assignments from their professors. shops and factories. These men know a!- 

There is a wonderful opportunity for thirty most nothing about our American ideals 

men to fill a large need in the student quar- and customs; many do not know our Jaz- 
ter for the Clinical Department’s list grows guage; and oh the service that you can dé 

daily as the winter approaches. as a Man, as a Citizen, in teaching a small 
Perhaps the two phases of student work group of them the English language ant 

which contribute most to the realization of American citizenship, in teaching thei: 
the Association are the “freshmen discus- boys, who come to the Longfeliow zymnas- 
sion groups” and the Sunday meetings. ium one hundred Strong, the nvinciples oc 
The meetings are one hour long, addressed fair play and clean manhood. 

by men famous the country over for the Perhaps the most fascinating and mo3¢ 
things they are doing. Besides special useful of all the activities of the associatios. 
music of a solo nature, the meetings are is the work among the boys of Madison ant 
made more attractive by the work of a small towns of the state. Last year thirty 
chorus of fifty men led by Dr. Mills, the students acted as “Big Brothers,” to 45 
new Director of the Music School. The many of Madison’s little Juvenil: 
discussion groups of ten or fifteen fresh- Court “roughnecks,” calling on the boys 
men are dotted all through the Latin quar- in their homes, taking them to the 
ter. The discussion, led by a strong upper- movies once in a while, or to a basket- 
classman, is on such pertinent subjects as__ ball game now and then. By the associa- 
Student honor, chivalry, and efficiency. tion with these University men the young- 
Here is the chance, as a leader of one of sters learned that to be a “tough kid” di¢ 
these groups, for the man who desires to not necessarily mean to be a manly one. 
see his Alma Mater judged by the char- This year there is an opportunity for sev- 
acter of the men she turns out. Here is his enty “Big Brothers” who are willing t¢ 
opportunity to impress his ideals, his con- give their spare time in turning the energy
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and ability of these boys into the right his beliefs or inclinations. Here on this 

channels. The work among the boys out- campus where the solgan is “democratic 

side of Madison is carried on by teams of service” you cannot but realize that your 

five men who spend a week-end in one of education is not complete, your development 

the small neighboring towns. Last year not fully rounded, unless you have consid- 

Tubby Keeler and Walt Powell of the foot- ered the “other fellow.” Be he your best 

ball team, Joe Machotaka of the baseball friend, be he one whom society has left 

mine, and some twenty other fellows par- much in need of your assistance, or be he 

ticipated in this interesting work. the youngster who may take your place ‘n- 

In these many and varied lines of As- the University, whoever ‘te is, the Associa- 

seciation activity there is a place for tion offers you a man’s job in unsefish serv- 

every man in the University no matter what ice to the “other fellow.” 

BUT FOR YOU, O SUN 

Rich and mellow is the light of the sun today 
Fragrant is the rose of summer and tie lily, toc: 
Bright with joy are the daffodils, and gay; 
Perfumed the sweet breeze that blows from the lake. 
Beautiful everything today and blithe. 
But more beautiful still a ray of the sun 
O, Sun, Father Sun, little we think 
How much we owe—and that 
We live for you. 
Our life, our happiness, beauty and love itself 
Would go away, away—never to return 
But for you, O sun, Father Sun. 

—Antonio Manzella.
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These bros. was the family and soul airs vo a ee 

ef there parents. The family was poor, oh fe the ee wer cone ang the ee 
; ; bros.’ business was truly russian; but it 

vera vera poor. So poor in fact it was seen os 7 we 

early in life that these too progeny would nes thes ane the, rong. way, all pte ae 
have to work for a living. They were giy- und nichts heringekommen. However on 

en a common schooling, consisting in early ae 7 gg boy business . uP 

tutoring, ward schools, high schools and pe : 4 i 3 FOUIRES are 

universities. Wen they was thru they took aaa = y eo ee Cone ey our 

1 yr. to chose a profession a piece. Finaly —o . ee pro. te he Use nae 

they settled. The oldest of the twins got flee Lees Bee Sof 
into the mfg. of toys for domestic consump- hg Tosa cots 1s that a Eb got hee 

tion. The other ditto somehow became a Gpn’t. tell, yon ATL About the 80, #6 See 

insurance man in Urope. The insurance a you iaxe ect the i 

man did a fine business and was as busy as Le 

a one armed paperhanger with the 7 yrs. www 

itch but his poor bro. in America could not GEOLOGICALLY SPEAKING 

sel meny toys because they all came from She grew stony as he grew boulder. 

accross the drink. The ambulance chasing Wouldn’t that rock-a-feller? 

bro. in Urope tried to console his American www 

bro. by telling him that he should have had Remember that girl you fussed last 

more sense than to choose a business that Spring, eh? Well, she’s teaching school 

eny fool could see was no good at tall, and now.
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RECENT FICTION: 

* Gee but I’m glad you came over old man, 

7 I’m sorry but I have to study this evening, 
EH lif Owned and controlled by the students. 

atl D, : Polite attendants. 

la. = = S Office hours from 10 to 12 daily. 
; | ‘ He ( ISS Safety first. 

Ht \ Iw d Probable snow flurries. 

| + iN Decisive battle now on. 
BSP : Always glad to help you. 

= www 
id 

Sinmansiih (hi QUITE NEUTRAL 

i White man (in restaurant)—“Give me a 

\ Hamburg steak.” 

W Frenchman (next to him drawing 45- 

bea colt) —“What! ?” 

A STAIR CASE White man — “Oh, waiter, make that, 

some French fried potatoes.” 
www 

German (on the other side picking up 

VERBOSE carving knife)—“What! ?” 

As a result of intense and intimate ree White man—“Oh, hell, give me chop 
search among specimens of the genus S¥®y-”” 
homo it is possible to announce once and www 

for all the range of all possible conversa- 

: tions: o ‘ 
There are two topics of conversation for S fei WN A : 

women and co-eds—namely, clothes and \ A 

men, in te order of their apparent impor- ~, ( iA 

tance. ig ae I aa 
And only one for men: Money. lea ~al i Nn rt 
For male-students, two—Athletics and 4 TES CHaD 

foof-de-woof. @) 3 Pam * 

In these whole great United States, a 3% Le aes Sl Me At 

couple—the American Youth and his fue “= | ——~ White ail 
ture, movies and hard times, “THEN ALONG CAME RUTH”



% Telephone 1821-1822 525-527 UNIVERSITY AVE & i % 

‘ 3 
x ¥ 

can attest aansttv ete UR vi 

% : AMERICAN ICE CREAM CO. : 
% x ¥ 

% Hi. A. HASS, Proprietor “s 
x ¥ 
& Pee gost soy. Wholesale and Retail Manufacturers x 
5 i eee as % x pe . % 
, - FANCY ICE CREAMS, & 2 Bes ‘ > pes ee ea ail se Bilt nah ahi de 

" 23 be et Bees A 3 ag a Te pa hi. % recta == ICES, SHWERBETS, EIC. § 
ee ao a anti G Benches: — “8 

* . : i ee an. i THE CREAM OF CREAMS % 
x boc ee 
2 FR ee ere a] Shs 3 a sein epee ee Ege: & ae —————— vi 
% RE Ne Ee OT eS % 
% - 7 Come in and see our “new plant”. The ¥ 
S 5 most sanitary and modern in the state. It s % eens will give you an appetite. % 

PE soci semmaontsreAHONRACANRENRAN Special prices to Boarding Houses % 

¥ 
s ¥ 
# 3% 
See ce . ce 
A pa 
me mM Fen Za é seers t e © 

R Maze ol} Seni: 3 % 
Re &sse FW == |B & 
R PTEss Ese = i EY 

aot a 3 x 92 
ge MW sfse “ % et $ 
S “5-5 ge ey Se % 
# = ss _% ; Ca : rac > 
S ams € * 2 

gS mc-sfa ABER ET IP TEE ET PE GET BREE LUE A ET % x * 
® % 
# PICTURES SUPERIOR with APPROPRIATE MUSIC * 

x FURSMAN & THACHER, Owners % 
s % 

& Telephone 353 320 STATE STREET ¥# % % 

f JAMES DONAHUE’S : % % 
x % 

% 
x Best for Cigars Your patronage “ 
® and Smokers’ supplies solicited % 
° 
x % 
f General Contra : A A.D. & J. V. FREDERICKSON Seneral Contractors § 
x PINE, HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD LUMBER : 

* MANUFACTURERS OF BUILDERS’ MATERIAL MADISON, WIS, % 
¥ 

EOE EEE RAE EEE EEE
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OOo 

NATIONAL PASTIMES SOME SLENDER 
Thinking of a good long German name “Js she slender?” 

for Paris if the Germans win, and a regu- j ‘ a ; j fe 1 agice for Berlin cin tage. the Slender?” She can bathe in a fountaix 

French get the count. POO wee uae - 
www —Gargoyle. 

co) www 
Wee) NTT | zs & PR Young Willie Wurst was much in love; 

ee YS (a = 4 INSTR By on % eg > . His very soul was a whirl; 

am Scr y Lomas W He took Miss Weiner in his arms, 

Irene—“Those are two pretty girls over For he never Sausage a girl. 

there.” —The Yale Record. 
Pete—“Oh, not too pretty.” 

www a 
Oscar Pumpernickle (Chief accountant Ge SS 

in the German Army)—“What shall I iS ah 
charge those Zepplins to?” ial & be 

General Boofenblanken—“Overhead ex- ALN e \ af 4) 

pense, of course.” CP Fees cent 
www 3 ___ Eee 

NOR EATING CLUBS EITHER BANG-BANG 

Ex—“Do you believe in training tables?” Papa—“So you were fired from college?” 

Plus—“It can’t be done.” Sonny—“Yes, didn’t you get the report?” 

8 7 —— 
[aaa (= et st bon — =. 

5 ey —— ; Uried Pa ee anaes i 
To aS : woreeecaee: lag Su =I 

S ay lip = | Pa 7 Lee ee 
OOS" h' — oe f J eS 
: Saf Ny { Ser \ —— Se Ny => Hise Gs concert Aan at CONT =— Bae a p< —— ieeer yao Ae Wy) for a 

= eee! eeega Ra GS) Cage EAN 
poe f ae MED tite 

' SHOWING A CHEER LEADER IN HIS ROOM AND IN ACTION
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ST “BY THE SEA, BY THE SEA,” ETC. 

ee sa 
) gee eae I’ve lived by the ocean all my life 

Dot pmo And th ttal al | an ee let nd the most beautiful sight by far 
| e GDS eee i Is a mahogany sea—And coming at me 

Re cay eg SE Sree ae 
| : Cee cee Ba A schooner across the bar. 

: www 

Vii? | Netty—Hear you have thrown Bob 

Chocolates over. 

and Confections | Betty—Yes; he was such a poor letter 

eee a five-cent chocolate-cocoa- | writer, I was ashamed to show his love 
put bar to a luxurious gift Sampler | 5 

box, Whitman's candies ft all needs. letters to the girls—Stanford Chaparral. 
There are special college assortments 
that are good souvenirs for the folks www 
back home. 

Local Agency: THE THREE PRIZE WINNING JOKES 
CHARLES WALTZINGER, Madison, Wis. 

| FROM “THE HA’VA’D LAMPOON” 

aa Hetherington—I say, ol’ chappie, yo’ 

U. of W. Billiard Hall | ee 
Soda Fountain [Belgie triy. Hawley o 

| be darned! 
Specializes on Original-Genuine | 

H-0-R-L-I-C-K-’-S Allerton-Smythe-Brown — Bosh! The 

third button of my we.tcott is missing, 

MALTED MILK ae : 
i and Harkins is gone out! I must sew it on. 

Driaks oe 
Billingshurst—You don’t say sew! 

We do not handle imitations. Why pay the 
game price for an imitation as for Original 3 

“Horlick's.” Billingsbilt—My chauffer ran into a curb 

Come where you can get a square deal. and bent the front axle of my limousine. 

Billiards, Pocket Billiards, Cigars Billiards—Har! Axledents will happen, 

and Tobaccos. ol top. Har! 

208 State Street 208 —Gargoyle.
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— YOU KNOW ME, AL 
| THERE IS NONE BETTER Pete—I see you had one of the ringers 

at the dance last night. 

THAN | Skete—Ringer? Whaddye mean? 
Pete—Yep. Telephone belle. 

TECKEMEYER’S | www 
| LOVE 

MADE IN MADISON | Love and a porus plaster, son, 

| Are very much alike: 

: It’s simple getting into one. 
C H 0 C 0 L A T E S e : But getting out—good night! 

| www 
—__ arteseacacacecacacacecacacacacacacaneocacacacacacnceocacacIcRt | 

ESTABLISHED 1854 ! HARD LINES 

! “You look tired, Bill. What's the mat- 
CONKLIN & SONS COMPANY __..... 

| “Been studying for a make-up examina- 
COAL, WOOD, and | tion.” 

Mendota Lake Ice “That so? When did you start in?” 
° i ‘“Tomorrow.”—Yale Record. 

Cement, Stucco, White Lime, ! 

: Hair, and Sewer Pipe www 

—_ “Anyhow, there’s one advantage in hav- 

, ing a wooden leg,” said the veteran. 
- . TELEPHONE 25 “What’s that?” said his friend. 

. Main Office: 24 E. MIFFLIN ST. “You can hold your socks up with 
MADISON WISCONSIN thumb tacks.”—Columbia Jester.
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